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rpODOCTION

The purpose of this report is to bring together the
facts pertaining to the practices and procedures inverted
in the marketing of winter pears from the time they leave
the grower until they are sold to wholesalers in the
consumption areas; to explain the nature of the facilities
used in the marketing process; and to list the scheduled
charges mad* in marketing the commodity. In the main
this report will be a practical description of hoW
are marketed. This study has not attempted to go be ond
the wholesale market since grower ownership or control
normally ends at that point.

Winter or late varieties of pears are those
are harvested and sold in fresh form during the fall, win-
ter, and spring months, in contrast with summer pears
which are used largely for canning and processing purposes

and which are usually off Was markets by the late summer

or early fall.

)yaical Marketing treble**

Winter pears are one of the most difficult fruit*
to handle sines they respond more to outside factors than
any other deciduous fruit. This is of both faverw.

able and unfavorable, depending on the type of influemee



to which the in subjected, The fact that pears are
responsive to outside changes has permitted the industry
to control their perishability and to extend their market*.
tug season. Because of this characterist e, it has be
necessary to develop special methods of handling pears.

Before the discovery of proper methods of handling,

the period of normal consumption was very Abort. Pears
mature very rapidly after picking, and no satisfactory
method had been developed to retard this ripening process.
The discovery that pears could be kept at /ow temperatures
in cold storage changed the industry. Low temperature*

would not only preserve the pear but actually improve
quality, Cold storage, therefore, has become the beekbone
of pear marketing. With the use of cold storage, however,
a number of physical problems appeared and thai have be

the center of research and investigation for maze years.

Some of them have been (1) tO determine the safest storage
temperature for pears; (2) to determine the best practice*
and facilities for the proper storage of peers;
tontine the normal storage life of he individual varlet..
ties beyond which they should not be kept; (4) to determine
be best practices and facilities necessary to maintain

safe temperatures while the fruit is being transported
from one point to another; (5) to discover methods of oe

rolling certain storage diseases; and (6) to determine
he proper temperatures and the best facilities for the aro



Lel ripening

pony handled

**eery to find

sent proficiency of the industry in the handling and
marketing of peers as come from extended research an ex.
perimentstion. Special credit is due Professor Eenry Harts,
man of the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station for the
pioneer research and study made of the problami tnvelv.d
in the harvesting, storage, handling, rkettn of
pears. Others within the indus ry, the United States Ii4M.

partment or Agriculture, and certain research groups Mee
devoted years of study to these and other problems.

Ulster Pear Vcrieties

The principal varieties of winter peers are
Bourn, Pose u Cornice, Winter Sells, Bardy, and Seim.
Easter. All of these varieties are grown in the Pacifis
rorthwest with the exception of Hardy which is grown mi*
sively in California. This variety differs from the other
late pears in that it has an early season onto the
market at the time Bartlett arc are pleat The nor.

keting season for Hardy is short, usual'," not beyond Oeto.
ber, and up to recently the bulk of this wtiety has been
sold in export morksts. Because of its particular post
tion, Hardy la not usually included in most dieenswiens of
winter or late varieties. Bourret Easter, while one Of the

pears. on that
ir high quality retained, it vss

these vital questions. The



ongest keepers, Is not considered as an important variety
because of its limited tonnage. A brief description of
the major varieties will point out their chief Character-
istic*.

D 'Anjou.

D 'Anjou is the most important variety with Oregon
having 63 per cent and Washington 31 per cent of the total
acreage. It has a moderately long marketing season,
ally from November 1 to April 1, although some Anjou pears

may coma on the market in October and others carry over no-
til. late in May. This variety has been very popular with
consumers because it is a choice eat ing pear and has a
clear skin free from natural russet. It is reasonably
easy to handle by present-day methods.

Bose pears are produced primarily in Oregon with the
Medford district having 44 per cent of the coast aezeag..
Its season extends from September 1 to January I Although

some Bose are marketed during .7* ry# most dealer* ha
disposed of their stock by the end of December. The Bose

variety enjoys a favorable competitive position in the resift

ket because it is the first winter peer to enter the tradO.
Competition from the Nerdy and Bartlett varieties, heireveV,

tends to limit the wide market it formerly enjoyed* It*

0



excellent tlavør, combined with& rich.brown russet color,
makes it popular for table use. The Bose pear bruises the
least of all the winter varieties. Beeause it does not ri-
pen properly at low temperatures, it often fails to ripen
properly if marketed during cool or cold weather. It ba
therefore been found necessary, in ms m cases, to provide
artificial ripening at market centers. This is accomplish.
ed by placing the pears in heated ripening rooms alias
are used in the ripening of bananas, Where the temperature

d humidity can be constan ly maintained

du Comics.

The Banta Clara district in California and the led.
ford district in Oregon produce almost all of the Conde
pears, baying 97 per cent of the entire coast acreage.
mica has e rather abort marketing season extending from
November 1 to January Bl, and though they stay in good
condition until the middle of February, they usually re
their prime during the holiday season. This variety has
superior sating qualities but bruises easily. The genera
lack of knowledge in the market regarding the Cowie*
without doubt its greatest drawback. hipper hoi*
ever, consider it as having the greatest potential market
of all lets varieties. Some enterprising shippers have
capitalized on the attractive appearance, tender t
and fine sating qualities of Comics by packing the



small gift boxes for collo irthg the Christmas season
Each pear is carefully packed in cotton with the wrapper
carrying complete instructions for serving. These boxes
are shipped direct from the production areas via parcel
post, and the ripening in shipment is so timed that they
will arrive at their destination in proper condition for
eating. Special advertising programs are used to premet

the sale of these gift boxes, and the fruit is general
sold under special brands.

inter Wells.

California and Washington produce M44

Melia pears with 42 per cent and 36 per cent respectively,
of the total acreage. This variety is usually the last a
the late pears, coming on the market about Deeember I and
lasting through May SO. While it constitutes about 16 per
cent of all late pear shipments, almost three-fourths of
the variety are normally exported. The Vnited Mingd a
the major export market for Winter Wells. Its lack
ularity in the domestic markets is possibly due to two
things. Some early handling trouble caused large moon
of Wells pears to spoil while in the hands of eastern
dealers, with consequent heavy losses. It has been diffift
cult for the trait trade to forget their losses, elf44

though such losses can now be avoided. In the second
lace Winter Neils are small in else and have a poor color.



PRODUCTION AND HAftV TIRO

For practical purposes all of the winter pear pr+.
ducted in the United States come from six districts of the
Pacific Coast the Medford and Rood River districts In
Oregon; the Yakima and Wenatchee districts in Washtngtonj
and the Placerville and Santa Clara districts in Califor
As the producing areas are located around these towns* it
is customary to refer to the districts by the town name*

Breithaupt and Wilcox of the Oregon Agricultural Experiment
Station have recently completed a statistical sompend mn of
the pear Industry*(5) The reader is referred to this rep
port for statistical information on production end- *eremite
of winter pars*

Harvesting embraces the øsyiø.s &WIMP

picking and the hauling of the ruit to the

vest Seasons.

The harvest season differs from district to distrist
but usually begins in August with the picking of Bose and
Anjou* These varieties are followed by Conics around
first of September and by Winter Sells about the middle*?



du Comic ......

WInter Nelis-

BARVESTING AND MARXETING SEA ONE FOR WINTER PRAM

- Harvested during part or all of this month
Marketed during part or all of this month

30110 dire04*40,*W410.



The proper time for picking is usually determined by
a mechanical tester which measures the pressure neoessary

force a small, rounded plunger into the side of the pear
given distance.(30 The tests are generally made by the

county agricultural agents or by field representatives of
the packing houses.

The equipment needed for picking consists of pie
pails, ladders, and boxes for holding the picked
The picking pails have canvas sides with a drewstr
be bottom so the pears can be gently rolled out the bottOm

of the pail by releasing the string, Two types of ore
boxes axe common. One is the lug box, of sturdy eamstrue..
tion, especially designed for hauling fruit from the °rob.
ard to the packing house. Standard apple and pear packing
boxes are often substituted for the lug box, to be later
used as containero for the packed fruit. This saves the
cost of the lug box, but they break easily and often get teo

September. The harvest of each variety is normally come.
pleted in two weeks and seldom lasts longer than 30 days.
Table I shows the average harvest and market season for the
principal varieties. It is significant to note that While
the harvest season is relatively short, the marketing sea.
son is spread out over many months,

narvest rractices.



dirty to use as a packing container.
It Is the general practice for pickers to remove all

usable pears from the tree at one picking. Each pear
be carefully handled to prevent sing sten parketures.
Some growers require the pickers to place aheets of news-,

paper between the layers of pears as they are placed in the
lug boxes. As the lug boxes are filled they are stacked ft

the orchard lanes or are hauled to a covered shed which
protects the fruit from the summer heat

Nearly all the commercial orchards haul the fruit to
the peeking houses ija their own trucks. Most

to have their fruit packed and in the proses)
within 24 hours after picking*

Work in the fruit harvest offers ceusIdarab.1 sew

ployment to local and to some transient fruit labor, ago*
growers are able to rehire substantially the soolo crow Tsar
after year while others must depend on transients who are
often less dependable. The Medford district has enough I
cal help except for a period of a week in September when
the peak of the picking is reached, at which time they Oro*
on the ever-plentiful euPpiy of transient labor.



River district hires about per cent local and 40 per
cent transient labor* Inasmuch as many of the transient
laborers work for the same growers year after year they
are considered to be as satisfactory as local help. Th4
Oregon State Unemployment Commission maintains offies in
Medford and Rood River for the purpose of coordinating the
demand for and the supply of labor, Workers register with
the office for prospective employment and
the office of their needs for h*r'veat help.
peoted to be hired is asked to seek employment

districts *bore theremay be a need.



DOmestic.

Since winter pears are a specialty crop Prod
primarily for outside markets, it s estimated that
than 6 per cent of the crop is consumed in the Facia*
Coast states. The local markets are small, and the
consumers have ready access to the orchards.

Ix.BABIE2ELTALSEME

Until recently, somewhat over titty..ix per
the total production has gone to domestic markets, able It
shows the domestic shipments by states of destination fOr
the 3,855.36 to 1937.38 seasons. It is quite significant to
note that the eighteen northeastern states cons eel over 68
per cent of tie domestic shipments for this three..year per
Lod, and that the three states of New York, Pennsylvania
and Illinois consumed over 50 per cent of all domestic ship.
mentos There are two important reasons for this commodore,
tit= of consumption. In the first plum, thirteen of these
northeastern states have, according to the 1957 figures,
over 58 per cent of the total national income st 4$
per cent of the total population,. In In the second p
large amounts of peare are consumed in this area bca





the customs and habits of the people
Since most of our winter peare are of o an *rid*

gin, persons from those countries knew pears and are *Sou**
tamed to including them in their regular purchases. With
much of the foreign population concentrated in these nort
astern states, it would be natural for them to consume

considerable quantities of pears. In contrast, the 17
states composing the Central and Southern region consumed

less than 5 per cent of the total domestic shipments. Thep

again, is due largely to habit and lack of familiarity with
winter pears, and also to the fact that with 42.4 per cent
of the population, this region receives only 11944 per cent
of the national income.(s) One of the biggest problems

his region, according to field men who have worked
is the general unfamiliarity with winter pears and few
people know that fresh pears are available after
Bartlett is gene.

Foreign markets have until recently consumed s

stantial amounts of fresh pears. The principal export mar*.

kets are the United Kingdom, France, Holland, and Sweden.

During the 1935.36 to 1937-38 seasons the countries of Sur.

eve accounted for over 81 per cent of all export shipments.
While the United Kingdom and France have consumed the bulk

Of our export pears1 the continued hostilities in Europe



t difficult to forecast

holds from 'be

pounds gross.

a. P40

ear-

Before fresh pears can be sold
must be packaged In order to be suitable

t and will weigh

in; act Uses In the early days of

In these countries. Because of import restrio
of adequate transportation facilities, increased Oe

freight rates, and the high cost of war..risk insuran
present export shipments of fresh pears have been serious),

reducedAlready our domestic markets are absorbing frui
which cannot be sent to our norm")1 export markets, and it
would appear that many pears must be diverted from

markets to domestic markets.

Services Xecessarj, tri MArketilig

shipment. The process of packing includes washi

fruit, sorting and grading it into standard grades
sixes, wrapping the pears in paper, packing them in vecOdela

boxes, and conveying them to the place where they
for preceding or cold storage. The standard contains* is
the western pear box with an inside dimension
.high, fl inches wide, and 18 inches long. pears
packed in halfw,boxes to a limited extent, The standard imoz

COMING they

or etas and for



industry, most of the fruit was packed near ore

plant. owned and operated by the grower. A* Wavier plant*
Lugs were made and the orchard unit became larger, many

growers felt it was desirable to have the packing d
outsiders so they could devote more time to production
There was also a need for a more uniform peek of a higher

grade, and as the requirements became mere strict and
more extensive facilities were needed to put up the peek,
the gradual trend was toward custom packing by a comer°

house specializing in that service. Today the majority of
winter pears are packed in plants Operated primarily for
the commercial packing and handling of fresh fruits. 5000

the larger growers continue to own peaking facilities
and pack only their own fruit. It has become quite common,

however, for many of the larger growers to pack far other
independent growers on a commercial basis, Cooperative*

have been organised in the pear districts to operate eon.
tral plants for tie handling and marketing of their Ste
beret fruit. It is estimated that the cooperative in the
Medford district packs about 20 to 25 per cent of the in*

ter pear tonnage in the area, whereas the association in
Rood River handles approximately 75 per cent of that die*
trictla pear tonnage. In some districts the comm
packing plants handle a variety of crops in addition to
pears, thus permitting the use of these facilities several
months of the year, The Medford cooperative uses its



l.ties exo us vely for pears while the Rood River associa*
tion packs large quantities of apples in addition to pears.
8111441 the cost of packing is one of the largest marketing

°berg's* the economical use of these facilities broom** a
vital problem. Rost of the packing establishments are lo*
eated near the production districts on the railroad.

b.1131,312,1vauLocess. Every packing house haS
one or more packing lines consisting of a fruit washer,
sorting and grading tables* a mechanical laser* and packins
bins. The fruit of one grower only is run through the line
at one time. The first step is to wash the fruit thorough-
ly to remove the dirt and spray deposit. The peers thn
pass to the sorters Who remove the culls from the accept*
able fruit and grade the pears into the various grades of
quality. The pears are placed on belts which carry then ts
mechanical sisers that dietribute the pears into the pact*
ng bins according to their weight or diameter. Each bin

contains pears of one size only. Packers remove the pee
from the bins p them in tissue paper* and pack t
to wooden boxes. The paper pear wrap has become very im*

portant in the packing process since the advent of
storage. It has been found that oertain storage dimes's,'
can be controlled by impregnating the wraps with an oil and
a fungicide. Of special interest is the Hartma P

is almost universally used n controlling Botrytis rot that
formerly caused heavy losses or Anjou pears. Atter the



boxes are packed, they are stamped and marked* lid *di
taken to the etorage rooms for preceding. It is customary
for the box ends to be labeled before they are made in 0
boxes, Each packing house usually assembles its own boxes
in advance of the packing season.

0 Standardisation and Grading. The es ablithm
of acceptable grades and standards has been a major object*
ive of the industry. There are both State and Federal
grades tot pears, and the u0e of one set of grade regulaA.
tions in preference to the other is optional with the pa 70.
or. The Oregon Standards for Pears* 1937, lists oxtra fans
oy* fancy* unclassified, and combination grades.(414

United States Standards for Pears (effective July 1* 1030
lists the U. S. #1 the U. S. 2 Combination, and unclas-
sit Led grades.(82)

agreement program* unclassified grades are seldom used.
The extra fancy grade normally returns he highest price of
all grades. During the 1038-39 season 1,534 cars of late
pears from the Rood River district were inspected by thil
Federal-State Inspection Service. Of this total* 52.6 per
cent were extra fancy grade* 36.6 per cent were fancy* and
2.4 per cent were graded U. S. 1. Of the 14,670 cars in.
speeted at Medford* 28.7 per cent were extra fancy, 28.1

124per cent were fancy, and 43.2 per cent were V. S. #1
The high percentage f U. S. 1 le attributable to the

Since the introduction of the marketing



large share of Bose shipments, 92 per sent OS whieh were
graded U. 13. 1. It appears from this summary that praetiu.
cally all of the late pears from the Oregon districts are
sold as extra fancy* fancy* and U. S. #1 grade

The site of the pear is designated by the num
which may be packed in a standard pear box* and the

range from 70 to 120 in steps of 3.0, and from 120 to
steps of 18. The sire of the pear is very important t
grower* because consumers will pay more for some sixes th
for others. For example* the export markets prefer the
smaller sizes largely due to custom* leaving the m.dium
larger sixes for domestic marketing. Sines many of the
smaller sixes have often failed to return the costs
ke ing* the industry has discouraged the packing and IMP'
ping of these small pears. One objective of the present
Federal marketing agreement is to limit the else or fruit
that may be shipped in interstate and foreign eommer00.

The storage of winter pears is accomplished almost
entirely through the use of cold-storage facilities. This

true because moderately low temperatures are required to
preserve the fresh fruit. Perhaps the most signifleant

. factor in he handling and marketing of pears is their rilo*

sponse to ohanges in temperature. At 31 degrees rare
belt* the individual varieties sill keep for many man



depending on their physical characteristics.

and 70 degrees they ripen most satisfactorily, while at 100

degrees the rate of ripening is again slowed down. The

fact that pears have responded to temperature changes has

permitted the industry to market them in fresh form d

most months of the year. Very definite schedules have boo*
prepared on the proper technique of handling and storing
winter pears. The most extensive work on this problem has
been contributed by Professor Hartman of Oregon State Col-
lege, who, in addition to his pear research at the College,
pent parts of eight seasons studying storage and handling

(31)problems in the eastern terminal markets.
a. Storage Facilities. Facilities available for

pear storage are located in the production areas, principal
terminal cities, and the major markets. Prior to 1926 the
storage facilities in the production areas were very
ed, and the bulk of the fruit was shipped in refrigerator
cars to the eastern market storage centers immediately at
er it was packed. Some went to Chicago, where the largest
facilitise were located, and a very large amount was for

direct to New York and other eastern markets. Thia
placed a vary heavy burden on the railroads to furnish oaf
ficient refrigerator ears to move the large seasonal peek
to eastern storage centers, and it was not uncommon for
serious ear shortages to occurs Refrigeration charges
were high because nearly all the crop was shipped in esp.



tember and October, which are ordirtarl.
temperatures. Certain shippers saw advantages
storage and began building plant facilities to handle the
local crop. The reasons advanced in favor of local storage
&rot (1) storage in the production area is niece esry te
properly control and handle the fruit; (2) storage can be
done mars cheaply at home; (5) money spent for local sttor.
age will stay at home and enrich the community; and (4) 1
sal storage would reduce refrigeration car *oats sines the
fruit could be stored locally during the hot months and

sent to market during the cooler mon
some months of the year no refrigerati
in moving the fruit to imatarn markets. The biggest
back to local storage is that the fruit is too far from the
market to take advantage of a temporary avorable price
that may exist. Reserves should be close enough to ram*
market within 24 hours if the advantage of a favorable
price is to be taken. The growth of local stora.gi in the
Medford district may be seen from Table 5. Present tapas
in that district, including turnover, will accommoditt op*

proximately 1,339,000 boxes. Klamath Palls adjacent to
the Medford district, has a capacity of 170,000 boas
Portland has a capacity several hundred thousand addim
tionel boxes. The Hood River district, includ ng Portland
cold storage, has ample storage capacity for its needs
is estimated that less than 10 per clout of the entire Pa

In fact, during
servitor is waded
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sifts Coast production is now stored in the eastern markets
between the harvesting and marketing periods, the princi-
pal cities and markets have adequate storage facilities for
handling pears as current shipments arrive from the predue
ng areas. In the Medford district the principal

ties are owned by the larger packers and one commercial
stores. company. One orchard at Medford Operates a storage
Plant for its own use. The large cooperative at Read River
owns the principal facilities in that area. Commercial
storage plants in the principal cities are privately
and are operated for the general storage of various commod-
ities.

ho Storaje Practioes. Aside from the use of ge
al storage, there are three Important specialized storage
practices. These are the practices of pr000htng, storage
v-transiti and pear ripening.

(1) Preccoling. Precool ng is the pra
quickly removing the field beat from pears, usually within
72 hours. Since the core temperature of the fruit is often
as high as 90 to 100 degrees at the time of picking, this
heat in the pear causes it to mature very rapidly. It is
n accepted rule in the industry that ten days of storage

are lost for each day the fruit is left out of cold
go at a temperature of 65 to 70 degrees. The problan,

therefore, becomes one of removing the field beat a* seen
as Possible if the maximum storage life is to be re*
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The customary practice is to truck the fruit, immediately
after packing, to special cold rooms, where the temperatoro
is approximately 25 degrees. This cools the fruit rery
rapidly, and as soon as the heat 14 removed, it is
ferred to a regular storage room and is then held at 31 do.
greet. While pears can be placed directly lathe bolding
rooms the 31.4egree temperature takes longer to cool the
fruit and some of the maximum storage life is sacrificed.
The advantages of pre000ling have become firmly established
among the principal shippers since they feel it is a mess.
idly to properly control and market the fruit. It has Si*
ducted the cost of refrigeration service on shipments Immo&
lately after packing because the transit temperature
precooled *hip-manta is lower and more boxes can be loaded
in a car. The maximum load of non-preceded shipments ins
530 boxes per car, whereas the average load today is 720
boxes. Generally, the precooling of shipments adds from
one to two months more storage life at 31 degrees in 001111m

parison with nonpprecooled shipments.

(2) Storage in-transit. This is the privile"
given to pear shippers by the railroads, whereby a shipper
may place a car of pears in storage at a designated point
along the route to market, return it to transit at *ter
date, and pay the railroad the through rate from the point
of origin to the point of destination regardless
length of time it was held in cold storage.



pays the cold storage company for their services
ing the car, storing the fruit, and reloading the oar for
shipment, Storage inf.transit is widely used in the market
bag of pears for the following reasoner (1) local faelli
ties will not ordinarily accommodate the entire crop and
fruit must be stored at outside points. or example, fruit
from Medford may be stored inm.transit ki Fells
Portland, Omaha, Eansas City, or elsewhere until it is t
be sold in some particular market; (2) storage at strategic
points, such as Omaha, Nansas City, and Chicago, permits
quick shipments to many markets where a shortwtime price
advantage may exist; and (3) storage close to or in a term&
nal market gives the shipper a reserve supply at that point
to trace advantage of a market change. Soma fruit Is also
stored in-transit at the Pacific Coast ports of export,
Fruit stored in-transit at Portland, for example, may be
sold to an export buyer and loaded at that point,
be returned to transit and forwarded to a domestie market,

(3) Pear ripening,. One of the recent develop-
mentsis the addition of heated ripening rooms by the

overaors of storage plants in the major terminal markets.
This came about largely through the efforts of the pe

duatry to provide adequate facilities for ripening pears in
the eastern markets* Before the pears are to be sold, the
receivers Or brokers request the storage company to transfer
the fruit frOm the bolding rooms to the ripening rooms



where it will be left for several days* depending e
degree of ripeness desired* When the ripening proce

started in this manner* during the cool weather in pa tie*.
lar* the shippers can be fairly certain the fruit will be
n proper condition for eating when purchased by consuma

The storage companies make an extra charge* usually 3
per box* for his service*

O. Loading* Bracing* and Manifeitinc* Load* brew-

ing* and manifaksti may be included in the discussion or
storage because this service Is frequently performed
cold-storage companies* The fruit must be
to provide adequate space between the boaeS

free circulation of air within the car* Also I
well braced to prevent the load from shifting dur
long haul to market* The number of boxes loaded into a
varies from 620 to 992 boxes* but the average oar contains
720 boxes. The manifest is a shipping instrument prepared
by the shipper or his agent showing the number of boxes or
each grade and size which make up a particular carloa
differs from tbe bill of lading in that the latter is
sued by the transportation Agdney and lists only the
number of boxes and not the grades and sizes. As
to be sent in each ear is usually determined after it is
packed* the manifests are generally prepared at that time*
If the fruit is to be sold over the auction, one co

the snifest is sent to the suction receiver, often ahead

overly leaded



of the actual shi*.nta, so he may know the number Of eeis
and contents of each car that a shipper has to offer. When

he oar in loaded, ens copy of the manifest in unnallY
tacked on the inside of the refrigerator ear door. Anyone
opening the oar thereafter can determine its contents from
the menifest,

The position ot the winter pear Industry Is differ,.
bat of most fresh fruits in that the entire sup*

ply is produced on the Pacific Coast for consumption in
markets 2,000 to 3,000 miles distant. The problem or

transportation involves not only the long distance ship-
ments of pears to the various markets but also the safe
cuarding of the perishable qualities of the fruit While It

in transit
a. Methods of The major types or

transportation service used in marketing pears are rail and
ocean freight. Truck shipments are limited generally to
distances of six or seven hundred miles. Almost all domes..
tic shipments of pears are made by rail freight, but the
industry is looking forward to the development of °boatel.**

shipping of pears to eastern markets by vats, freigh
(1) Rail transportation. Several types at

rail freight service are used in shipping pears namely, Ow
ess fast freight, and common frei Express serviee



with refrigeration, both in carlots and in less than car..
lots, is available for fast shipments, and is used when the
need for speed will justify the higher cost of this service.
An express shipment normally takes about 6 days from Port-
land to New York City. The customary method of shipping

pears, however, is the WM of the fast freight service pr
vided by he major railroads. It is patterned after as*
press service in that fast freight trains are given
right of way over regular freight trains, and thus resch
New York within 11 or 12 days after leaving the shipping
districts. A similar shipment by regular or common freight
would require about 30 days. Common freight is used to
move pears to terminal points where they may be included in
fast freight trains, to reach those markets off the main
lines served by this fast service, and to carry fruit from
the production areas to the coastal ports of export

(2) Water tranvortation. Water transport*
tion is of primary importance in the handling of export
shipments. The first water shipments of pears to domestic
markets were made about 1933 and were very successful.

Coastwise shipments, however, have not been used extensivew
(54)ly. The difference in the cost of water freight

rail freight has been small, due largely to the extra
vices required at the ports of shipment and destinat
and this method of shipment has not, therefore, outweighed

some advantages inherent in shipping pears by rail.



(3) Truck tran$po!ta ion. Motortruck trans.
ortation has become very important in the marketing of

pears, but not from the standpoint of the long.distenes
haul. Many markets, which formerly received carlot ship
merits direct from the growers, now receive their require-
ments in less than carlot shipments by truck from the aaj
markets. Other markets previously unable to buy pears be.
cause of the carlot limitation are now consuming pears
brought by truck from these larger cities. While shipperi
have considered the possibility of transporting pears by
refrigerated truck to the eastern markets it has not, a*
yet, become * practicability.

b. pfrigeration Service. Bina rater cars are
used almost Universally for fresh pears. Some experiment*

have been conducted with mechanical refrigeration, but ice
remains the customary refrigerant. In order to meet the
different weather conditions faced at various times of the
year, the railroads offer the following types of refrigarso
tion service:

(1) tanaa,d Refriporation. Cars moved under

this classification are re-iced at all regular icing sta.
tions enroute to their destination, which means re.ising
about every 24 hours. During the hot weather this type of
service will maintain a fairly satisfactory inside tempera.
ttire



5) ventilation Barite. Du
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treats temperatures are met outside or a 1owr temperature
is desired inside, salt is added to the ice. The amount of

salt, for instance 2 or 3 per cent, Is determined before
the car is started and this amount is added with the lee
11 icing stations.

(3) Iuttialc1ng. During he cooler weatber
be Ice malts slower am one Icing may be sufficient tO

carry the car through to its destination. In this classl,
float ion, he railroads furnish the shipper with a ear in
which the bunkers are completely filled with ice. No fur,-

t er Icing is done by the railroad while the ear is in
transit, In some cases a shipper makes his own arranges'.

manta for icing the car and pays the railroad only for the
use of the car.

( 4)

This is similar to the service just described, except that
the railroad will re-.1ce the ear once during transit to
destination. The Joint/ may be done at some named station

or when the Ic. hatumelted to a designated level. With th

use of presooling, this &orifice is used most frequently.
It is known in the tariff as"Rule 247k and often is desigft
nated in the trade by that number.

* of
winter months pears may be shipped without lee under *het
in termed "ventilation service." The types of service Oft..



Aired under this classification are:
Standard Ventilation. All vents are closed ehe
the outside temperature falls to 32 degrees

When the temperature rises above this point
vents are Opened.

Vents and Plugs Closed. With th.sø instructions
carrier will keep all vents closed regardl

of the outside temperature.
Vents and Plum' Open. The carrier keeps all
ilating mecanisma open regardless of outside team
peratures.

(6) Prot.°
in' covering refrigeration provides two types of protective
service against cold. 9...aszlikr.c.tesa......erveservice

the railroad will assume the responsibility of protecting
he shipment of a grower against frost, freezing, or overt

heating of the burners during the time the ear is in it*
custody. Since shippers are often unable to determine in
advance the weather conditions which a can may meet enroute
to market, they We this service as an insurance that their
fruit will be protected against frost or freezing. During

extremely cold weather, heaters are placed In the car to
keep the inside temperature above freeing. While heater
service has been available to Chicago for many years, it
was net until 1939 that such service was available from Chip
sago east. With this type of service, the carrier provides



the burners, looks after their operation, and does
s necessary to protect the shipment. Shipper's DrOteative,

service differs from the above in that the shipper imsteed
of the carrier accepts the full responsibility of protect..
lug the fruit against freezing, and the railroad provide*
transportation for a caretaker who accompanies the fruit*
The caretaker must check the burners, provide for refuellsok
and do whatever is needed in the way of protection. This
service is considerably cheaper than he first one, but
cause of the disadvantages of having a caretaker accompany
a shipment, it i.e seldom used.

S. ,fteeial Privileges. The railroads Offer
special privileges to pear shippers, which they mains*
their option.

(1) Diversion in-transit. This Is the
lege of changing the destination of a car while the oar
moving. The change, however, must be made at some diver-
s on point designated in the tariff regulations The ship'
per may start a carload of pears an a Ist amp Cfl3 with no

particular destination in mind. A sale is made and the ft-
nal destination is determined while the car Ls enraute. In
other cases the shipper may consign a car to a partisular
market but decide on another market while the car Is en.
route. The destination may also be changed while the Immo
are stored in*transit. In either case the *hipper pays

only the through rate to destination so long as no book



haul is necessary to reach the new dest mitten.
8torae in4trans2.t. The privilege of

storage intransit was discussed in the section on Storage
Practices.

11,7t,raas0 Finally* rialrot
grant pear shippers the privilege of stopping a car along
the line of travel for inspection. Inspection may be far
purposes of sale, or to determine the condition of the

Principal Route1. Three routes are used in fow.
ward ng pears to the principal domestic markets; namely,
the northern route, the middle route, and the southern
route. Shippers use no one route exclusively, but shift
from one route to another to take advantage of any special
service or feature offered. Routing is also changed to
meet the different weather conditions prevailing alo
foment routes. From Chicago east, the bulk of the
traffic is carried by the Pennsylvania and Erie roads inaei.
much as they own the auction facilities in the New York
market.

1) The northern route. This route is served
by the Great Northern, Northern Pectifie, and Nilwaukie $ys..

tens* The Yakima and Wenatchee districts ship large

the Northern Pacific, but the Union Pacific has tapped some
of the Yakima tonnage by running a spur line into that die
trict. Fruit from the Oregon and California districts say



routed over the northern route via Portland and 8pokane.
The middle route. The middle area is

served by the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific roads.
Rood River uses the Union Pacific to Chicago, via Omaha, as
its principal carrier. As much of the Rood River tonnage

stored in Portland, it may be shipped over either route.
e Medford district has the option of using any of the

three routes. Fruit routed through the Portland terminal
may go east via Great Northern, Northern Pacific, or Union
Pacific. Fruit routed south may go east on the Santa
Southern Pacific railroads.

The southern rou,teø Pr%dt ipped
southern route is carried by the Santa re direct to ChicagO*

or by the Southern Pacific via New Orleans. From ileir Ore'

leane it may move north through the midwastern states
Chicago or continue through the southern states and th
north to he eastern markets. During the winter months the
southern route is used extensively because of the generally
higher temperatures.

a. Terminal Auction Facilities. The terminal maw.

ket facilities owned by the railroads consist almost enti
ly of auction facilities. Ample space and modern faelli.
ties are provided for displaying the fruit and for condust.
trig the sale, Some terminals are heated throughout the
winter to add to the convenience of auction selling
charge is usually made for the use of these termini'
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Distribution

since it is included in the freight rote and acts as
duaement to ihippers to route their pears over these roods
Terminal handling in New York city is more complicated

than in other cities because the eastern termini or
roads serving that city* with the exception of the New York
Central* are in lew Jersey. to be delivered in the
New York market must be /*Mod on barges and towed across
the Hudson River to the Manhattan side. Each b go us

accommodates 10 ears. In the Mew York market the railroad*
have provided heated b
auction market in which 160 vows ger be
small charge

As has been previously indicated, the scope is
marketing study is limited to the terminal auction the
wholesaler who breaks up the carlot shipments in the whale'
sale markets,. Two distributive agencies span the gap be.

in the wholesale market and the consumerthe jobber and
he retailer. The main function of the jobber Is to assea.

ble lots of pears from the various wholesale markets for
resale in smaller lots to retailer* The retailer*
the Jobber* assembles small lots of pears from he
Jobbers and retails this fruit to hi. customers by the
piece or by the pound. The entire distributive proems
front the wholesaler to the consumer* is ono of dividing



previous purchase into smeller quantities.
Another function of the jobber and the retailer is

o condition or ripen the fruit for sale. Since most peer*

are green and bard after being removed free storage, the
fruit must be ripened, or the ripening process started, b
fore it is sold to consumers. In some eases the pear*

conditioned before being offered for sale in the wholesale
markets. If not falls on the jobber or the retailer to
audition the Pb before they are sold.

Various inspections are made during the marketing
process at the shipping point and in the terminal market.

a Local inspeotien. Local insp.etioni Are
ez'al types, as follows:

(1) Plant inspection. Packing plant* are in.,
spected for sanitation as often as la deemed necessary OY
the State Department of Agriculture.

(2) Sanitary inspectiOn The fruit Is also
subject to sanitary inspection before it is peaked The

State Department of Agriculture maintains laboretOr
the Medford and Hood River districts to cheek the tberougbe.
ess with which the fruit is washed.

3) Statestandards inspection,. The Stet* De-

partment of Agriculture also inspects the various shipment*
of pears as often as is felt necessary to determine
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fruit 1 abtanded according to the Oregon standards for
pear

(4) elnims Point Znapee__a. Shipp ng point

inspection is provided by the Federal-Stets Inspection Ser.*
vio but such inspection of pears is not required by the
State of Oregon. Under the terms of the present Federal
Marketing Agreement and Diversion programs, however, a

winter pears shipped in accordance with these programs must
be inspected at the *tapping point by the Federal.State In
spoction Service and a certificate of inspection must be

(81)
issued. The inspections are generally made when the

pears are loaded into rerigerater ears, and inspectors
make what is known as a rang* inspection; that is they try
to sample the entire range of sixes and grades so the
tifioate will cover at least one box in each lot. The aide

of the box is opened and the pears are checked for grade,
quality, pack, and condition. These findings are then 401.

ered on the inspection certificate. The Inspection airy-
ice performs another function that is of conaiderabl help

the packers* During the packing season one inspector is
each packing house some time during the day. Re checks

samples from the grading belts and from this packing bins,
and should he find fruit going through which is not up to
grade, he will call it to the attention of the managem

the necessary corrections can be made.

The certificate of inspection serves tee 1 an



unctions First, it is sec:optd by the United States as
prima facie evidence of the truth of the statements made
concerning the commodities inspected. This Is very signif
icant in the establishment of claims and in the settlement
of disputes. Second, the inspection certificate is th ac«
cepted standardized report used by buyers informing their
Judgments of the quality, grade, pack, and condition of a
given lot of poem% Since pears are sold largely by sample
or by description, the certificate is a valuable instrument
In facilitating their sale. Before shipping point inspect..

tion and certification was required under the terms of the
present Federal programs, shippers used it almost univerSow

ally for the two reasons Just mentioned.
6) Condition reports. As already Judi ted,

condition reports are generally made in only two case
Steamship lines will not. accept a shipping*point inspeetion
when that inspection is over seven days old. A "condition
only" inspection must therefore be made. A condition

only" report is also niseessary on all pears removed from
cold storage if shipped to domestic diversion markets under
the terms of the present Diversion program.

b. ;ermine' market Inspections. Inspeetion ~vie*
in the terminal markets is available to shippers, roma az

and other interested parties as followst
(1) Government spection. Inspection by

United States Department of Agriculture s available at the



main central markets, upon application to the De
While the usual certification includes the grade, quality,
and condition of he fruit upon arrive.l in these markets,
it is possible to secure a eertifisat as to condition
only. The usual charge for this service is $4.00 per oar.
For 500 ears the fee is $2.50, and for over 1,000 cars,
112.00. Eastern receivers have an agreement with the 'United
States Department of Agriculture whereby their association,
the Western Perishable Carload Receivers Association roe

sons 15 inspectors licensed by the Department of Agriculft

Most of the important receivers of fruits and vivo,
tables shipped from the west coast are members of this or.s
ganisation, and the association inspects all carlots handled
by it* members It is estivated that about half of 411 in,.
speotions made in the New York area are for this Associso,
tion. The average cost of this inspection to the receiver-,
members has been about f2.50 per car. The certificates are
used to a considerable extent in handling damage claima
against the railroads.

(2) E...agEdai) inspeetion. The eastern rallr
have an inspection agency known as

Inspection Agency. It operates on a
Railroad Perishable

ofit basis with
the cost being distributed among the members. Ascot all
cars of fruits arriving at New York are inspected to de 110r.
mine the general condition of the fruit and the mumbler of
boxes that may be broken or damaged. Broken or damaged



(3) ,Private inspect on. Private **open s
Offer inspection service and issue certificates similar
those given by the United States Department of Agriculture

The success of these private firms, in competition with Fed.'
eral and railroad inspection agencies, depends on ths serift
ice they give their clients. Many shippers fool that the
private agencies are more thorough because of this incent..
ive, and their services are widely used. The private
agency usually makes its inspection jointly with a carrier's
inspector. It is common practice for them to interchange
information and reach an agreement as to the reports to be
made. In 6009 cases these private companies handle inspee.
tions on the basis of a percentage of the claims receive
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packages are repaired it possible and are classified as Woo
ing in good order or in bad order, A claim is filed
against the railroad for these in bad order. Good order

repairs are generally accepted by the consignee, but unless
he is completely satisfied, he is not bound to accept with..
out filing a claim for loss In some instances the United
States Department of Agriculture is called in to arbitrate
claims% or adjustments arising from these repaired boxes.

The average cost of this inspection to the number railroad*
is about 0.'00 per oar. This soency will also issue CO?.'
tificates of inspection to receivers and shippers for he
ame tee.



The grower's ability to finance the marketing of the
pear crop has been materially weakened since the de...

elan of the thirties. Prior to 1940, the high
prices had permitted many growers to set aside some reserve
capital, and they also owned substantial equities in their
orchard properties. The lean years following 1930 materi*

ally changed the grower's financial position, and ha has
been forced to turn to outside sources for funds to finan40
the marketing of his fruit. Since ownership and control of
the fruit is customarily retained until it is sold in th
wholesale market, the grower carries the burden of tine*
ing the harvesting, packing, storages transportation, and
miscellaneous services to that point. The principal sour*
oes of funds for the marketing of winter pears are bank
financing, Federal financing, and invested capital

a, Bank Fl Local bank loans are seldom

made to finance production, and then only in those oases
where the grower's credit and resources are very satisfact*
ory. The harvesting and packing charges at be paid as
soon as those operations are completed, and funds must be
available to cover those costs. arowers often arrange w

commercial banks to finance the costs of harvesting and

The most common method, however, o charge a flat fee,
which varies from 1.00 to 42 50 per oar.



packing and warehouse receipts on the stored fruit are VSU0

ally pledged as security* Commercial packers will s

times arrange to finance the packing charge through their
own banking connections by holding the grower's fruit as
security* Packers usually hold a conforms* with their
bankers early in the season to det.rmin ho. much will be
needed to finance their current operating expenses* Sher

me loans are made and paid throughout the season* Mom-

age charges are payable when the fruit is removed from
storage, and the selling agencies advance funds to PM, thes,
charges* 'Whereas the grower has recourse to other sources
of funds, the commercial packer is largely confined to hi
banking connections*

b* Federal Funds* Three types of Federal loan* are
open to pear growers* First, funds from the Bank for Coo
eratives are available to cooperative marketing *asocial,*
tions; second, funds may be obtained by growers from the
ProductiOn Credit Associations to finance production, larva.
tasting, packing, and storage; and third, the Farm Seourit
Administration will loan to growers under their Fruit Loon
Program when the grower cannot get satisfactory credit ark*

rangements elsewhere

(1) cooperative association** The

Cooperatives at Wpokane makes loans to cooperative salmi 040
sociations to finance the marketing operations of their
grower-members.. The amount per box that will be loaned ter



each operation; that is, for packing, storage, etc., now be
set by the Spokane bank. The security for the loan is the
fruit which the cooperative handles for the grower. These

loans are secured at very favorable rates and it is often
sible to obtain more credit than would be possible from

Private sources
Production credit loans Production Cred-

it Associations, under the supervision of the Farm Credit
Administration, provide principally seasonal production
credit for growers. They will, however, *vid additional
funds at the close of the actual production period to cover
the costs of harvesting, packing, and storage. It is the
general practice to set the amount per box which they will
advance to cover these marketing services, and also to Um,
t the size of the individual loan. While the production

redit associations were originally set up to supply opep.
ati.ng funds tO producers on reasonable terms, the diff
ties met in collecting various fruit loans forces them
confine their present fruit loans to the better class
risks. These associations have been a sUbstantial imureqm

of funds to pear growers.

Farm Security loans While the main
tion of the Farm Security Administration has been to

vide funds for farm rehabilitation, they have been forced
into the fruit pictur, to provide working capital for those
growers who were denied credit at the commercial banks and



other Federal agencies. In general, their leant are cOns
fined to production loans, and in some cases, include the
cost of harvesting. It is their policy to expect the grow.
sr to depend on other sources for financing of the peeking
and storage costs. If, however, the grower is unable to
obtain funds to finance these services, the Ferm Security
Administration may advance additional funds to protect its
original investment in the crop. The Administration has
set a maximum loan of 1-5,000 to new borrowers and 47,

old borrowers during the 194041-sason, which sums must inP

elude all expenses necessary to market the crop. To be

eligible for these loans, a grower must first apply at a
production credit association and be refused by that agency.
The "Pak' cannot accept all applicants since there are many
who cannot meet the credit requirements and it 14 expected
that its requirements will be more strict in the future.

c. Invested Cavitals Growers seldom depend on the

own resources to finance their entire operation, but many
are able to finance production and harvesting from tbeir
own capital. Some of the large orchards were taken over by
outside interests during the depression, and have been able
to finance the marketing of their crop from their Om reek*
sources., Zn the main however, the growers' capital and
resources re security for loans from other sources.
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The methods of distribution have changed consider,.

ably during the past 18 years, and this change has largely
grown out of the shift in the balance of the supply and de.

nd factors in the pear industry. In the early years Of
the industry, the available markets exceeded the supply or
pears and the buyers came to the growers. While some pa

were shipped east and sold over the terminal auctions,
larger portion was sold for cash at the shipping point.
The buyer owned the fruit from that point and performed
functions of shipping, storing, and distribution As

tonnage of winter pears increased, however, it was not po
able to diepoe of the entire crop to these cashtoyers
so growers and shippers sought additional market outlets.
The grower or shipper began to perform the functions o

shipping, storing, and distribution. The fruit sold b
growers in the terminal markets came in competition with
the fruit shipped by the cash buyers in the production
areas. As this competition increased, the cash barers be..
came lees and Less interested in buying f.o.b. shipping
point, and have almost entirely disappeared. At present WO

find the grower, generally through a market middlemen, per..

forming the major marketing functions, and bearing the
risks of marketing until the pears are sold in the
wholesale markets. Only a small Portion of the ere
still sold on a f.o.b. cash baste.

he



Middl m

re are a number of market middleman

the sa and distribution of pears. one take e to the
fruit and others do not. The principal middlemen are the

local selling agent, the broker, the auction receiver, the
*omission dealer, and the wholesaler.

a ;Ace ltni Ammt Since the marketing
pears has become A highly competitive butane., inWhich a
fundamental knowledge of market channels is essential and

since the growers are primarily interested In product ioi
problems, the individual growers seldom market their fruit
directly. The marketing function has been turned over to
the packing house which provides or arranges for the varies
marketing services, and it has beoome the primary lees
selling agency. Several typos of relationship exist be..
tom= the packing house and t grower. Firsts the
may be a large grower who packs and sells only his ors
fruit. Second, the grower...packer may pack and

fruit of other independent growers along with his own.

rd, the packing house may be a cooperative association
owned and operated by the growersftembers to handle their
pears through the various marketing steps. Finally, the
packing house may provide only custom packing and se lieg.
services for independent growers. Generally, the eentraeto
ual relationship between the grower and the paoking bows.



their fruit over the auction.
purely an agent of the shipper
the fruit,

he auction receiver
nil does not tam title to

d. pomplpOon Men. The comaisijon term of selling
not as important in the distribution of winter pears as

ie of the agency pa, with the grower retaining title to
the fruit until it is sold in the wholesale market.

b. Brokers. The broker is he market middleman

whose function is to bring the burn' and seller together
does not take title to the fruit and arranges for se

in earlots only. The broker indicated here is widely used
by the local selling agencies in finding buyers tar then.
They operate in the principal cities and have as clients
both the buyers and sellers of winter pears. Since

broker does not handle the fruit, be requires no fact Wes
other than office space and operates on a relative
charge per unit of fruit sold.

0 Auction Receivers, The auction receiver
oommon middleman in the marketing of late pears because he

represents the local selling agency or grower when their
fruit is sold over the terminal auctions,. The eviction re..
*elver may be a broker who arranges for the sal* of his
principal's fruit over the auction, or be may be a salaried
representative of the firm selling the pears. Several lc.
cal selling agenoies maintain their OWA men in the prima,*
pal markets to contact buyers and supervise the *a
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formerly was. The commission firm say be a whokesaler,

jobber, or purely commission dealer who handles the fruit
of the shipper ostensibly as it it were his own. Since the

omission dealer takes physical possession of the fruit
but does not take title, he requires considerable facili-
ties and receives a proportionately higher fee for his Nor*

ekes. It is estimated that between 6 and 10 per cc
he total production is now sold in this manner.

6% The Wholesaler. The wholeseler is a vor
tent middleman in the nonauetion markets sine* he

receives the carlot shipments and breaks them up for furi.
tber distribution. In the auction markets, the Auction
normally performs this service and the wholesale nd job-
bing function become almost one and the same. The W

takes title to and possession of the fruit.

#alling FrAetioes.

The local selling ageneies handle the grower's
on several bases. They may buy it for cash,

* &compunt of the grower, or place it in a pool
grower tho pool pries.

paring for Cash. Only a very limited amount of
s are bought for cash

by other middlemen. In some oases a commercial

packer will buy the grower's fruit on the basis of so near
dollars per ton in the orchard, or on the basis of a

ell it Or

local selling agemp

stt



lated price per box, according to the. grade, variety, and
size, for all fruit packed out of the bulk fruit dill or**
to the packer. In either case, the amount received b
grower in such sales constitutes his entire seasonss
ceipts, and the buYikr assumes the risk and the respOnsibil
ity of selling and marketing the fruit.

b. Selling for the Account of the Grorw
local selling agency sells for the growoorts Individual coo
count, it acts only us an agent of the grower. His frui
is kept separate and sold separately from the other f
handled by the selling agency even thou it may be peeked
under the same brand. If the grower desires his own
used, it will be sold under his pecial brand. The

Leant feature of this practice is that the fruit is
a separate lot and the price the grower receives is
price that lot brings on the market. The grower bear

the risks of marketing from the time the fruit is dal vorrood
to the local selling agency until it in sold

os. PooItn. Pooling is an application of the seep.
erative principle in selling, whether the selling ag
operates on a cooperative basis or not. By pooling ineaMi
the particular method by which a marketing organisation
handles the fruit of its customers (1) by selling all Who
pears collectively under one brand (2) by combining
sales returns of all pears sold during the season; and (
by making a division of the net receipts among the
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of the pool according to the volume, grades, and varieties
their contributions* When a commercial shipper sponsor*

pool, each grower is g von credit for the nmmber, grade,
and variety of pecked boxes he contributes* The packed

boxes are then sold by the shipper under ono brand and

since the grower receive* the average prise, there is no
need to keep the individual lots separate in selling*
Since the pools are not closed until the end of tho sell
season, the shipper will make partial advances to the mmsa0
berm of the pool throughout the season and a final settle*.
sent when the pool is closed* Practically all coopers ivo
sales associations sell pears on the basis of seasonal
pools, prorating receipts and prorating expenses s Cooper..

time associations often advance funds to their members to
cover the costs of harvesting* The chief advantage of 1100-
Lug is that the grower knows that he will not receive the
lowest price for his fruit* In a pool, the low prices and
he high prices are averaged together so that the grower

receives neither the highest nor the lowest price bu
average of the season's sales*

d* ,rinancing by Ni613.ffleart Bo ore the depression
many brokers and receivers made advances to growers for

growing purposes, but when prices fell so rapidly following
1929, they suffered severe losses* Terminal market storage
companies also made large advances on fruit stored in
warehouses, and used those loans as an inducement to graters
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0 11110 their storage facilities. They likewise suffered
substantial losses following 1929 and have discontinued the
practice. At present, market middlemen make only limited

advances to growers, and these are usually for spray meter*
tale and supplies and to cover the costs of harvesting,
some cases commission dealers continue to make small ad.
vanes*. The principal service of middlemen in fiamotog at
present is toarrange for funds to pay the costs of proses*
ing, storage transportation, and miscellaneous marketing
charges. In particular when fruit is to be sold, they sma

provide the market finance to clear the pears so they can
be moved to the principal markets. They rarely make any
advances to the growers. This situation is apparently dt
to the fact that in recent years the price of pears has hello
so low that occasionally there is no net return to the
grower after the packing and other marketing charges are
deducted.

e. Terms of Sale. The terms of sale are very i*
portent in selling pears, because they determine who is to

y the freight and who i.eto bear the market ricks from
the time of shipment until the fruit is sold in the whole-
isle market The principal terms of domestie sale are t
b destination or delivered, and to-arrive.

(1) *OJCShi I Point. The shipper
to deliver the fruit on board the car and his responsibil
ity ends at thst point, The buyer pays he freight t



shOlesale market and bear all market riaks until
the fruit.

F0043 I)eetina.ton. The shipper agrees to
deliver the fruit to the market of the buyer, pay all
freight charges, and bear all risks until the pears are
co ted by the buyer. The price may be determined at

time of sale or maybe set on the day the fruit arr
its destination.

To Arrive. Some oars are sold on a taw
arrive baste, and the price is determined by some arbitrary
method on the day the fruit arrives in the buyerts market.
Often the agreed price is the auction price for the same
grade of fruit on that day or on the previous day,
shipper pays the freight, and assumes the market risks until
he pears are sold.

In export shipments there are different terms
sale and certain points of departure regarding the payamst
of freight charges and the responsibility for loss.
order to understand the standard usage. of these terms all
adopted and interpreted by various trade essocistiors. 4130,
porting firms, and others, the reader is directed to the
explsnation of these terms as set forth in the Export Mama-
al For Late Pears, joblished by the Oregono-WashingtonmCalii.

(67
fora* Pear L3ureau.



The channel of distribution refers to the route
n in transferring the ownership and the low teal posses*

*ion of the pears from the producer to the **navas
apparent from a study of the chart on the following page

hat there is no common channel of distribution The

cipal channel* are as Palmist
(1) Grower to local selling agent to auction re.

eeiver to auction to jobber to retailer to
consumer.

Grower to looal selling agent to broker tO
wholesaler to retailer to consumer.
Grower to local selling agent to cowl/sift
dealer to retailer to consumer.
Grower to local selling agent to wholesaler to
retailer to consumer.
Grower to local selling agent to retailer
(Chain Store) to consumer.

Grower to local selling agent to
to consumer.

Where the grower ships his own fruit the local selling
agent will not be used since the grower will perform that
service for himself.

a. 'rower to local sell
wholesaler. The auction method of selling is the most Loa
portant channel used in selling pears and it is
that about SO per cent of the winter pear crop pas
the terminal auctions. In auction selling, the b
together in an auction room to bid competit valY for





fruit offered by the various se3.lers. Zt isessentially a
clearing house for those who want to sell and those that
'ant to buy.

The fruit Ls consigned to the auction reoeiv.r,he
arranges for it display on the auction floor. The matt=
company, through its auction catalog, notifies the buy*
OX the fruit to be sold each day, and these buyers may in.
&peat the offerings prior to the sale. After the sale* are
completed, the receiver usually arranges for delivery of
the purchases to the buyers. The responalbillty of the
auction is to bring the buyers together and to secure top
prices for the offerings. The auction *barge Is based an
a percentage of the sales value, which spurs then to secure
the highest price on which to compute their fee. The main

services performed by the auction are selling the obi
fruit, extending credit to the buyers, and remitting the
proceeds to the grower or shipper generally within 24 t
hours. The principal buyers on the auction are the Jobber,
the broker, the chain store buyer, the independent retailer,
peddlers, and hucksters. Not all districts MAO the auction
channel to the sane degree The auction method of selling
La very popular with California shippers and less popular
the farther north one goes. It is also very popular wi
the Medford shippers and less popular at Rood River.

the Washington districts, the auction channel is used t
lesser extent. This is attributable largely to the
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the axe-
tion: Those districts that have consistently pat up a high
grade, quality pack find the auction method of selling very
satisfactory.

(1) Auction Markets* Auction market oo

elated at New 'fork, Chicago, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St.
Louis, Baltimore, St. Paul, Cincinnati, Boston, Cleveland,
Detroit, and Minneapolis. With the exception of Now Tel*

and Boston in whith two auction companies operate, the
are served by one auction company. In most cases the phy
teal facilities *re owned by the railroads with the auction
companies furnishing the selling services

A study made by Kelsey B. Gardner of the Para

Administration shows a wide diversity of auction compon7
(WI)

ownership* The writer has adapted a table from Gard.
marls study which shows the extent of ownership of
important companies, While the data are not Oonplets in
all cases, it is very interesting to nets that no one groli0

ns* the various districts have had in selling o

of owners dominates the pictur

shows the followingt
Combination of Owns

Producers & Shippers
Producers & Marketing
Members of the Trade (distribut

(Tees
Receivers
Outsiders
Buyers

Total Companies

) 3
0

Oardnerts investi a



Table 15 0 s that the employees of auction pompano.

have a wide, though not large, ownership in mos

companies. Cooperative organisations do not own steak
n any auction company, nor is there any auction company

perated on a cooperative basin. Most of these companie

are members of the American Fruit & Produce Auction Accost.

ation, Inc., which was formed for the purpose of regulating
and supervising the operation of action companies.

b. Grower to Local Bellinsc Agent to Broker

Wholesaler. This channel is used principally in the nen.
auction markets whore the main carlot receivers are the
wholesalers. The local selling agents contact wholesale
buyers through their brokers and ship direct to these who
cullers* Brokers have contacts with .any wholesalers in
each city, and not only locate ers for sellers but also
act as sources of supply for the various buyers. The use

of the broker ia wiry common in reaching wholesalers, for
through them, the sellers can keep in touch with the
of many buyers.

a. r to cal Se nt a *?boleeal

many eases, growers will sell direct to wholesalers and job.
here through their local representatives. The local selliAg
agencies have contacts with large wholesalers and often
have representatives in the large markets to make direct
ontact with these buyers. Direct contacts with the whole..

sale buyers eliminates the services of the broker and
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of these relationships are kept alive by t alter or
shipper who may personally visit the buyers early in the
season each year.

4 Grwer to Iops25,!2.11.44 Agent to CPILIA

urn*. Since chain stores have become large buyers

fresh fruits, many local selling agents deal direetl
produce houses operated by the larger chains. Chain store
buyers often purchase on the basis of an inspect ion1 know*

ing the reputation of the seller, or may make a trip into
the production area to personally inspect the fruit of var.
ious sellers.

Grower to Local Sell ent

Most selling agencies have contacts in export markets sithr.
or throug2 expert brokers in the United States or directly
with foreign buyers. Export sales are handled differently
from domestic sales because the exporting and importing
countries often have different monetary standards, difforo-
ent customs regulations, import quotes, sanitary regulso,

tions, eta., which complicate the free exchange of goods.
The Pacific Coast ports are the principal ports of export
for winter pears, as shown below, although some pears two

exported from New York City. An export sale usually orii.
nates with a local selling agent receiving a request from
foreign buyer to quote prises. The price quoted dpend* On
hs terms of sale and what the shipper agrees to do in 00*.

summating the export sale if the shipper, fox example,



"ti
Yakima
Wenatchee

Rood River
Medford

Santa Clara
Placerville

agrees to pay the freight to destination plus the iteuran00
on the cargo, he would include these charges in his quota.
tion. Export shipments are financed on the basis of letio
tere of credit and all documents prepared by the shipper
must agree exactly with the stipplations in the letter of
credi

The principal export documents to be prepared, in
addition to the regular sales instruments, are the
declaration, neutrality oaths, certificate of origin, and
certificate of sanitation All export shipments require
that an export declaration be made to the United states
Customs Rouse at the port of export together with a
'bratty oath that the merchandise will not be trans.shipped
on the high seas. Some importing countries require a err..
tificate of origin signed by the consul of that country
resides in the port of export. Other countries require
that an inspection be made to certify that the frui
the sanitary regulations of their country. Una, i
not convenient for the various shippers to appear a
port of export to execute the;e documents, this respensi.0



butt; has generally been de t d to others. Space On

particular steamship is genera ly secured through a f
broker who represents a number of steamship lines operating
out of the port of export, and these freight brokers %no
ly act as confidential agents of the shipper in execeting
these shipping documents, The freight broker makes no
charge to the shipper for executing these documents on

shipments to European countries because it is paid for in
the fee they receive from the steamship company for selling
the space aboard their ships. On shipments to the Pall,.
ppines, the Orient, etc., the shipper must pay the freight
broker a small charge for executing the dominion

D. Sale

Because winter pears are largely purchased

consumer on impulse, sales promotion has been centered

about (1) marketing a quality product; (2) effective
displays; and (3) consumer education. Prior to 1931 the
industry had no organised program of sales promotion.
prices were high because the market demand exceeded the

ply, and the buyers who purchased in the production are
provided their own sales promotion. With the change in
this situation, however, the burden of sales promotion woo

thrown on the industry in order that it might merchandise
its commodity in the face of increasing competition from

other fresh fruits. Consequently, the Oregon-Maehingten



P r Bureau was formed in 193 to carry out a cooperative
program of sales promotion for the two states, and in 1957
the State of California was included in this program. The
Bureau's first activities were directed at improving the
quality of the commodity. onsiderable Pease:4h was done

in methods of handling, and the Bureau began carrying thil
information to the fruit trade. This was accomplished

partly through advertising and to a greater degree through
personal contacts by field representatives of the Pear Bu.
reau. This was in a sense an educational program to ac-

quaint the trade with the proper technique of handling pears
and with the proper methods of merchandising the frui

addition, extensive consumer advertising was started
through he newspapers, the radio, magazines, trade Journals
booklets, displays, etc. Always in the foreground, how.

ever, has been the objective of marketing a quality prod
for consumers will repeat their purchases if they **JOY
eating fresh winter pears.

:lost shippers pack under individual brands, whiGh

they advertise in a limited way. Practically all sales pOSP,
motion for the industry and for the individual shippers IS
handled throu the Pear Bureau. The shipper s individual
labels and brands are sponsored in the Bureau's advortLailog
and he Bureau furnishes extensive advertising and display
material to the retail fruit trade. The Pear Bureau is nOW

supervising the development and educational work in opening



Mairket Mpws

Market news is very important to both growers and
shippers, and current information is available from several
sources. Shippers usually receive their market news direst
from their brokers or receivers and get full particulars of
each sale on the following day. Growers may secure mares*

market news from their shippers or from the sources through
which market news is released by the Agricultural Marketing
Service of the United States Department of Agriculture.
Since many growers depend on their shippers for information

concerning when to sell and whore to sell, they are only
superficially interested in the market changes fromday to
day. In the long run., however, they will want to know
estinated trends of production and consumption, f
has a direct bearing on their future planning.

The value of market news in aseisting both growers
and shippers lies in the exactness and completeness of the
de the promptness with Which it is secured and dispense46

and the skill applied to Its interpretation The latter is
usually left to the shipper's judgment. The grower depends

on the shipper to advise him what is best for his interest.

organisation. A recent addition to their sales program
motion picture film showing the complete story of pear

production and marketing,

up new markets through field con ac by members of their



in view of certain market information Aside from the ino
formation furnished shippers by their agents in the central
markets, the collection of market news is left almost enp.
tirsly to the Agricultural Marketing Service of the United
States Department of Agriculture* The Agricultural Market,.

ing Service not only collect's the Information, but distribft
ute as well

The moat 1 ant part of market reporting is te
secure honest and unbiased market information; consequen

the Agricultural Marketing Service keeps an experienced
field staff in each principal marketing city of the United
States' This field staff makes a daily canvass of the
Jobbing and wholesale markets to determine the strength sir
weakness of the market, secure data on the current supply,
and find out the prices received for the various fruits.
These field offices are interconnected by a leased wire
ervice which carries the reports from one market

other markets* The Agricultural Marketing Service mat

tains one unit of its network of telegraphis office. on the
Oregon State College campus and this office receives

market reports released throughout the United Stats*
material is later sent out by radio over Station MO in
Corvallis*



Reporters of the Agricultural Marketing Servi 0

not gather data on the pear auctions This data IS 41.0nred

by commercial market-reporting agencies located in the aue

ion market cities. These commercial reporter. have been

in the business for many years and have earned a substantial
reputation for the accuracy and dependability of their ImAr.
ket statistics. The Agricultural Marketing Service get'

data on the pear auctions from them and reports it
leased wire service.

Actual data an the wholesale and jobbing rk.ts are
obtained by Agricultural Marketing Service reporters whe
make a daily coverage of these markets. They visit these
markets and report the prices of winter pears. Nominee Of

the importance of the auction in selling pears in the oast..
ern markets, however, only auction prises en winter pe
are released from thac cities,

Dissemination of Market News

Market news is released through three ma3 mediums

(1) in newspapers; 2) through radio market report and

(3) by moans of Federal pdblicationa
a. Newspapers. All information collected b

Agricultural Marketing Service is available to the pUblie
press. This information is usually published on the marks
pages of newspapers. Both Portland newspapers, which bale

statewide distribution' have access to this material One



Portland newspaper prints the information on auction pr is
of winter pears at the principal eastern auctions under the
caption, "Fruit Auctions." This information is printed on
the market page five days a week and covers the previouM

day's sales and prices received.
b. Emma. Various radio stations in he state of

Oregon release daily market news broadeaste The principal
broadcast of interest to winter pear producers and dealers

given by radio station ICAO of the Oregon State College
Extension Service. Being a direct radio outlet of the Ago
ricultural Marketing Service, it releases market news on
pears "hot off the wire." During the major marketing =Oat*

of the pear season, beginning with Septelber, two daily
broadcasts report market news on winter pear*. At 12 60

p.m. a report in given of the carlot shipments of the pr
vious day, the track holdings and arrivals, Portland maro.
kilt conditions, trendi, and sales on the wholesale market.
At 6:46 p.m. a report is given of the auction sales end
prices for the leading varieties at the principal auction
markets for that day. These reports, 'which are printed in
the Portland papers the following day, are received at the
College telegraph *Moe shortly after one o'clock and
elude all quotations for that day. The evening ma

broadcast brings the data on pear auctions same 12 heirs
ahead of the 21r*land mere arriving in Rood River, and
about 18 hours ahead of the first Portland paper to roach



Medford. In addition to the daily broadcasts, one weekly
broadcast is made on the auction sales1 ahipments# market

nditions# and price ranges of pears at Liverpool and
London.

0. ?edral Publications. The United States Depart.
ment of Agriculture issues many market publications. aVtarki,

al reports of the Agriculture Marketing Service are
special interest. One is the daily fruit and vegetable
report of the Portland Market which thaws the prices of
pears in that market. Another la the daily miscellaneous
fruit and vegetable report which gives prices reeelved in
other cities. This includes a section on the emotion
prices of winter pears and contains the same nformation al
La released through the press and radio reports. It re.
ports the number of cars arrived, unloaded, and on trio* at
the principal auction markets as well as the sales and vela.

age prices received. Some indication of market strength IS
also noted. The advantage of these printed publications is
that of providing a permanent record of the data and of
bringing them to the attention of those who do not get the
radio broadcasts or who want more complete reports. A
third publication is the annual publication MARS* of the
Agricultural Marketing Service in Seattle, Washington.

Each field office of the Service is assigned the job of
collecting and tabulating the market information on North.

west Pears for each season. This is released a
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each ax, e son as an ann publication* The report in.
eludes the carlot shipnsnts, carlot unloads* sold storage
holdings* domestic auction prices, foreign auction prises*
production data* etc* It is a valuable compendium of muriu

(24)
ket information*

Still another valuable publication is the Outlook re.*
port which is prepared annually by the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, and periodically* in advance of
the production seasons, by the Oregon State College Extn.
sion. Service in cooperation with the United States Departs.
ment of Agriculture* The former report gives the ann

outlook for crops and commodities in the United States*
latter is issued from tins to time giving pertinent infer-.
nation on production, consumption* and income statistics*

together with outlet* forecasts for the various conned
ties with particular reference to Oregon* A major review

is made of each commodity once every five yare* Pears are
reviewed trequentiy in both state and national



Iarvestj

The estimated cost of harvesting, including pi king
and hauling, ie approximately 10 cents per box. Pickers

are paid either by the box or by the hour. Saute growers,

particularly in Rood River, prefer the picking to be dens
by the hour to encourage more careful handling of the fruit,'
Even so, most growers expect their workers to pick a
tam n number of boxes Lai1y, but the number is less th

necessary to earn the same wage on a pieee-rats basis*
average hourly rote ranges from 25 to 30 cents per hour
The per-box or piece...rate method of payment predominates in

the Medford district. Comic* pears are generally picked b
the hour because of the special care required in handling
them* The price per box varies from 4 to 6 cents, depen*.
ing on the sise of the crop and the amount of sorting
pected of the pickers. Last season, 1039-1940, the average
pr co was 4 cents per box with many growers paying 24 cents

cent bonus if the picker stayed the full season.

The charge or processing varies widely among the

different organisations and districts because of the varie
tion in the services rendered. An incomplete survey made
b7 the it Growers League of Jackson County (Medford dism



t) shows a range from 57 cents to 5b cents per b
The average charge was 45.5 cents per box. There are ev*

oral reasons why the processing charges 'aryl (I)
districts and organizations use a cheaper type of pack than
do others; (2) acme organisations pay lower wages; (3) some

districts have longer running seasons and are able to die*
tribute their overhead charges over a greater number of
units; (4) some processors extend fewer services to gloom*,
in not furnishing lug boxes for picking, in not providing
ield service, etc.; (6) many processors make separate

charges for services and supplies which others include in
the packing charge. It is not uncommon for them to *harp
extra for paper liners, paper wraps, boxes, and for the cost
of leading. Regardless of these variations the cost of
processing will closely epproximate 50 cents per box

Federal-State inspectors are licensed by the United
States Department of Agriculture, but are employed and paid
by the State Lspartment of Agriculture. The cost of chip
ping point inspection is borne by the shippers and will aw'
erage about $4.50 per car, or approximately .007 cents per

Condition inspections are customarily made for 42.00
Other forms of inspection maintained by the State are of
regulatory nature and the cost is borne by the state de*
partment making the inspection. Terminal market inspeetione



range from 4140 to 04.00 depending on the type of inspse.
tion desired and on the agency that makes the inspection.

Storage charges are assessed either on a sea
monthly basis. The seasonal charge is a flat thari0
the season regardless of whether the fruit stays in stOrAge
one month or several months. The monthly charge usually

e.t.a on a sliding scales with the monthly rate booc*.
smaller as the storage time increases. The charge for

preceding is generally included in the first month's
age rate. Commercial rates vary In different areas.
the Medford district the commercial rate is 10i cents per
box for precooling and the first monthte storage; 5 cent*
for the second month; 4 cents each for the third and fourth
months; 5 cents for the fifth month, bringing the season
total to 261 cents. One Portland concern charges 12 cent*
for the first month, cents for the second month, 5 cents
for the third month, with a season total up to May /et of
22 cents. The storage in-transit charge ranges from 3 to
Zi cents per box to cover the cost of reloading and bracing
the car. Zn some cases, the storage company absorbs thie

cost, which is in addition to the regular storage charge.
The average storage charge actually paid, however,

is often lower than the seasonal charge because of the
practice of pooling Some fruit will remain in storage a



relatively short time and tend to lower t
while fruit left for longer periods tends to
the grower paying only the average pool charge

Medford district the average storage charge var
to 18 cents per box and in Hood River, it
16 cents per box.

The charge for loading brae

ranges from 11 to 5 cents per box.

Transportation and RefrillEaLas

cause the long haul necessary to place t
pears in the major markets, and because of the refriger40
tion service needed to protect the fruit during shipmen
transportation is the most costly service in marketing
winter wars. A survey wade by he Jackson County A

cultural Rconomic Conference (Medford, Oregon, district)

in 1924 showed that freight and refrigeration accounted for
(8)47 per cent of the pear eonsumeris dollar. While the

charges for freight and refrigeration have been materially
reduced since that time, they still amount to almost half
of the costs of marketing. The following table shows the
trend in freight rates on pears since 1926. The effective
rates declined until March 1938, When a slight Increase was
made. At the present tariff at 01.60 per hundred to Point*
between Chicago and Mew 'fork City, the rail freight o

box of pears amounts to about 75 cents.

average.
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The charge for refrigeration varies with the type of
service. Standard refrigeration is 095.00 per ear to New
York City and 07.00 to Chicago. On the other hand* pears
may be shipped to New York City under Rule 247* which is
initial icing with one re-icing in transit for $65.00 pe
car. The average cost of refrigeration Is about 9 cents
per box. The cost of heater service from Pacific Coast
points to Chicago is 8 cents per hundred pounds* or apprex
mately 4 cents per box. From Chicago east beaters an

fuel are furnished for 41.50 each per day

The costs of selling form only a anal
total cost of marketing winter pears because Of the eallsers
atively direct route between the grower and the wholesaler.
While each of the middlemen performing services usually
takes what he can get* his charge is generally limited by
the competition of other middlemen for the same business*
(by the established custom in the trade). The charge'
selling break down into two parts* those incurred in
local market and those incurred in the central mark*
principal local selling charge is that of the local se
agency. These organisations usually charge a net rate per
box, generally 10 cents, for their services in marketing
the grower's fruit. some selling agents make their charges
dependent on the velum* of business handled for a



lar grower

cost basis.
ranging f

nd the charge made by cooperatives is on a
Other local charges are (1) the asses
* cent to 2 cents per box, to tisanee the work

of the Pear Bureau; (2) the coat of administering the preeo

ent Marketing Agreement program, which averages about *
cent per box; (3) dues to growers' and other servise Oro

ganisational (4) the cost of administering the Diversion
Program which is assessed against all fruit onwbio
benefit paycnt is collected; 5) misoellaneous char
carrying out special programs.

In the central markets the charge depends on the mi4.
dl.msn used. Brokers who bring the buyer and the seller
together, usually charge a flat tee of from $15.00 to
05.00 per car, Commission men, on the other hand, c
wily charge 10 per cent of the o.b. value, or 7 per
of the delivered price for selling the grower's fruits
auction company charges from I* tØ r cent of the groat
proceeds for conducting the auction sale. Receivers charge

approximately the 'same as do brokers with the charge d

pending on the volume of fruit is shipper sends throu
receiver.



ORGANIZATIONS SERVING THE PEAB INDUSTRY

There are several organizations serving the pe

dustry to facilitate the efficient marketing of the fruit

to disseminate information to the growers, and to consider

their mutual production and marketing problems. The impor.ub

tent organizations are (1) the Oregon-Washington.Califernia

Pear Bureau, which directs the advertising and market prem.

motion work of the industry; (2) the local fruit growers

organisations organized in each production distriet to

ordinate grower activities; (3) the district traffic asse.

ciations, whose functions include the gathering, recording,

and evaluation of all data affecting Chipping, freight

rates, etc., in addition to the presentation of the ship*

per's problems before transportation agencies; and (4) the

State Horticultural Society, which serves not only the

pear industry, but also all other branches of horticulture

in the State, Membership in these organisations is purely

voluntary on the part of growers and shippers, and their

activities are financed by the payment of dues or assess-.
ments.

try associations operating in he United States. It is not

only ably managed but also very well financed in view of the

he Pear Bureau is one Of th. most 13.000



tact that it dependø strictly on the voluntary support

the industry.

For many years prior to its organization a need had

been felt for an agency to coordinate the industry activi

ties of advertising and market development. The initiative

for such an organization was taken by representatives from

the Medford and Rood River districts in Oregon and the Yak.

ima district in Washington. Meeting together in 1931 they

formed the Oregon-Washington Pear Bureau.

The objectives of the newly formed Pear

(1) to bring the growers and shippers together; (2)

velop new and to broaden existing domestic and fore

market outlets; and (3) to educate the fruit trade in the

proper technique of storing, conditioning (ripening), and

selling pears.

One of the first steps of the Bureau was to in

a series of cooperative research projects with the Uhlver...

sity of Oregon medical School and the Oregon State Agric

tarsi College Experiment Station. Tests made at the Medi..

School demonstrated that pears were rich in vitaml
and sugars which are so important from the nu ritimaP

(49)
al standpoint. The results have been widely published

in national magazines and medical journals and have also
been in the Bureau advertising.

Research conducted by the Oregon State Agricultural

Experiment Station centered about storage, stew%

4



conditioning, and the development of new products by WO*

ceasing fresh pears. Largely as a result of the efforts 0
Professor Hartman, pears can now be handled from grower to

consumer with a1oet no loss of fruit. Before these invest..

tigations, lose was one of the biggest cost items in the
marketing of winter pears. Another important development

was the proper methods of ripening fruit before sale. *any

pears were sold green or partly ripe and consumers could
get little enjoyment from eating fruit in that condition.
Now consumers may obtain fresh, ripe pears with all th

atural luseiOus flavor.
The Department of Food Industries at Oregon tate

College conducted a series of experiments on canning and
processine late pears. It was found that all varieties
could be canned very successfully with Bose superior to
others. As a result of this work late pears are now betas
baked in glass jars and marketed by one of the largo shiP0
pers of fresh pears.

A second step was to inaugurate an advertising camp.

paign tbroub newspapers, radio, and poster displays tell-
ing corn umers about late pears. This was augmented by a

arise of publications, including a children's booklet that
has been very popular with schools, a pear manual for ex..
porters, a pear manual for the fruit trade, a pear rest
book, and numerous other advertising folders.

A third step was to help shippers coordinate their



supplies with the auction markets needs. Up to tat
no orderly sales program had been developed for the north*
west shippers. They made their own sales plans and *hippo
when they saw fit. As a large portion of the Pacific Coast
pear crop was sold over the auction, the Peer Bureau en*
couraged the creation of auction committees, composed of

the principal receivers of northwest pears, for the speeif
purpose of regulating supplies that were to be offered an
the auction during a ziven period, usually each week.
Shippers and the auction receivers' committee were to ew..

change information so shippers would know when to increase
or retard the supplies going to a particular market. This
program met with immediate success.

The Pear Bureau also attempted to discourage

sale of fruit to auction speculators who sell in the aueties
markets at any time with no regard for any regulation of
supplies which shippers may be trying to enforce. Cenral&

arable progress has been made in reducing sales to these
speculators.

Itembership

Both growers and shippers are eligible for member*
ship In the Pear Bureau and most of the principal growers

and shippers are now member The membership status o
is as follows:

a rover Growers become members of t



by signing the membership contract and paying the assess..

ments. They may serve as officers and members of the Board

of Trustees and thus participate in the official aetivities
of the organisation. Each district holds an annual
tion to select the trustees to represent it during the fol-
lowing y r. There are several ower-members serving as

trustees at present. In addition, they receive reports and
bulletins from the Bureau office that keep them informed or
its activities.

bt. Shippers. Shipper membership is restricted to
those shippers who agree to meet the standards set by the
Bureau with regard to grading packing, storing, and hand
ng. The purpose of these standards has been to improve
he quality of the pear after it is picked.shippers

are the primary handlers after picking, they have been
to maintain high standards throughout their Zany

functions in connection with the physical qualit of the
pack.

In order that the fruit of *hippo members may be

properly identified, the Bureau has adopted
112:, which is a copyrighted insignia used only by shipper..
members on the pear wraps and boxes In addition to their
own labels. Buyers will thereby know that the pears of
particular shippers meet certain standards of quality.

Representatives of the Pear Bureau do the field work
the trade and create an interest among them for pear*



bearing this Beal of Quality. California shippers were
impressed by the results that they petitioned for members

ship in u1y 1937 Their petition was granted and the ors

ganisation name changed to the OregonsWashingtonsCALifo

Pear Bureau. As one will see from Table 7# the membership

includes shippers from all Pacific Coast distriets and the

work of advertising and market promotion is coordinated

under the direction of this organisation.

Shippersmembers share in the official activities 107

becoming members of the Board of Trustees. As the Bureau's

work in concerned largely with problems of handling and

distribution rather than those of production, it has been

a general practice to have the shipping organizations wsl3.
represented on the Board of Trustees. In many instant;

trustee will be both a shipper and a grower and thereby

serve the interests of each group

Administration

The Pear B s directed by it* *Mc re and the
Board of Trustees. The main office is located in Beattie

Washington, under the supervision of the Beeretary elected

at the annual meeting. he Bureau has the usual offissrs

except a vice president is elected from each state to Geer&

inate the Bureau's activities in that are** Ail Officer*

are elected by the Board at the annual meeting.
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The Board of Trustees is composed

area. In °as a district does not elect its trust***
balance of the Board does it for them.

Field work in the market areas is supervised by a
field manager directly responsible to the Bureau, A matter
Of field men work under this manager and these men son

the fruit trade during the major marketing months of the
year.

Mane

work of the Pear Bureau is financed by per.bact
assessments on all fruit shipped by its grouersimembers. Tim

rate of assessment is set by the Board of Trustees in
vanes of each season and depends on the value of the par.
ticular variety and the amount of money that he 1411440** 4112*

pee a to spend promoting its sale. or the lead.
Lag varieties as Anjou4,Bose, and Comic* has been *et at
two cents per box almost continuously since 1931, Other

varieties bear a lower rate because ot the lesser smog*

work dome for th

per box.

When the greyer ships his own fruit, be
easements directly to the Pear Bureau. It he sells through
a shippers it is customary for the shipper to deduct the

For Winter Nel a it hee been cent

assessment from he grower's returns and remit these dads**

each district elected annually by he membership in that



t ons to the Bureau with a notation that the
tributed for a certain number of boxes.

Shipper members pay no assessments to the

reau. If they desire their labels and trademarks repro-.
duced itb those of other shipper-members in the Bureau's
advertising matter, the contributions of *11 grewers who
ship or sell through them must reach a mlnileei et 200,00

ouch season. If the contributions or assessments do not
amount to this minimum, the shipper-member must make up the

difference if his trademark is to be advertised. In most

c;uses zrower contributions through each shipper re fall in
excess of the 4200.00 minimum.

In 1951, the first budget of the Bureau amount
415,000. It remained at this figure during the depressiOM
an thereafter until 1936. In 1956, 1937, and 1938, the
annual budget jumped to around 05,000 and the current

(1939-40) dget will be very close to C75 000.

ProttreIR

The Pear Bureau is concentrating on two ma o

lems la its present program. One is to develop new outlets
in the Central and Southern states where winter pears are
little known. The other is to stress the importance of
conditioning er ripening in all market outlets.

At the bezinning of the 1959-1940 season the Bureau
up five road shows, with each show covering several



states, to stimulate interest in late pears and educe.t* t
trade in the proper technique of handling them* Each ahew
carried a new motion picture film entitled, "The rear Land*
of the Pacific," made at a cost in excels Qf $12,000,
acquaint the fruit trade with the part of the industry that
they do not The subject matter of the film includes
production, harvesting, grading, and packing, storing,
transportation, and selling, with special emphasis on proper
conditioning* This picture was rated the best industrial
film of 1939. After the show, talks and demonstrations on
conditioning and selling pears are made by the field me

If pears are to have continued consumer aedeptanme,
they must be ripe when eaten, and in tonere' the fruit tr.*
does not want to buy ripe pears* From their point of view,
they suffer less spoilage loss if the fruit carried over
from day to day is not ripe* For this reason, most desire
prefer pears that are green and hard, leaving it to the con*
sweeps to ripen them* While pears are handled and r pentad
by methods similar to these used for bananas, these ems
dealers would not think of selling their customers gre
bananas. The problem therefore becomes one of education or
the industry to convince dealers of the importance of sell.
rig ripe pears* Certainly, if all pears were ripe when sold

repeat sales would increase tremendously,



rui Growe.r. 0

Fruit growers essoeiations a,, functioning inmost
of the winter pear districts, In severe] districts these
organizations have regular meetings, assess members a small
foe to finance their work, and actually carry out a cone
structive program. In other instances, growers most osais,
atonally to discuss their problems but mike little pr pees
toward a reasonable solution of their problems.

The more successful grower organizations deal w

production and marketing problems and help to put certain
beneficial practices into effect among all growers. This
type of work is to be commended. In addition, these organ.,
isations have been helpful in acquainting the growers with
the several Federal programs affecting the industry, th
securing the cooperation of the growers in the adainistrao.
tion of these regulations..

The success of many districts In raising the et
ards and quality of the fruit can be traced to the work
done among the growers by their own organizations Where

organizations are especially active the industry tends t*
meet the changing problems more effectively.

The Fruit Growers League of Jackson County Oregon,

presents an interesting illustration of bow a growers, o
ganization operates. It was organised in 1915 as tho Farm.
ers and Fruit Growers League, but lack of cuppci't from the

94



ariner members necessitated changing it to serve only the
fruit growers, and it became known as the Fruit Gramm
League. Its work Is directed by a Board of 18 members

elected ik three groups of six members for offset three,'
year terms. The Board, in tarn, elects the administrative
officers.

purpose of the Imague is to further the int
eat of the fruit industry in Jackson County, Oregon (ie&
ford district) As most of the fruits produced in this
area are pears, the majority of the League's members are
pear growers. In fact, about 95 per cent of the
era in this district are members of the League.

In the main, the development of the winter.-pe
due try In the Medford area has been highly correlated with
the activities or this organisation. For many years

handled all the pear problems of the district, but in later
years it has turned over to another body, the Traffic Asso-
ciation, composed of shippers and handlers, all activitiel
relating to freight rates and foundry Shipping problems
Close contact is kept with the Traffic Association and on

member of the League's Board of Directors always attends
he weekly meetings of this body. Some mothers of the Trial.

e Association are also Board members of the LOW*.
The scope of theLeague's activities may be partly

indicated by the following standing committees which aro as.
tive in carrying out its program:



Finance and Member
Publicity
Pear Grades
Medford Experiment Station
Commerce and Agriculture
Legislative
Committee to Attend Traffic Association Meet
Blight
Coordinating Committee

The work of these committees is supplemented by a moth3.y

publication known as the uPear..0-8copes5 This magasine

sent to all members of the League and is otherwise obtain..
able at a moderate annual subscription price. The Pear'4".
Scope brings all current information to growers as well as
regress reports on production, marketing, and mi
ous activities of interest to the pear grower.

The League's program is financed by an assessment of
mill per packed box of each member. Agreements bdtweele

the League and the various marketing agencies permit the

latter to deduct the assessment from the account sales of
the grower so it may be remitted directly to the League by
he shipper. Membership dues include membership in the

League and also membership in the Oregon State Eorticulturw.

al Society, with the League paying the members' dues to the
Society.

Iraffic Assoc at

One of the most active organisations in each distrist
Is the traffic association. This body is composed primal.

pa fly of shippers, but growers participate in their activl.



es individually or through th.ir gr
As has been indicated, the activities

organisation**
these essooistiena

center about the problems of shipping end transportation.
They study all legislation affecting transportation,
represent the shippers at the freight-rate beeringse
a period of many years these associations have collected

extensive statistical information on the peer inttuatry.



V. !JL MARIETING P OGRAMS

The Marketi

Or several years

semen

o the initiation
Federal market agreement program, some pear districts
had been working under a gentlemen's agreement to improve

the quelity and standards tor winter pears, to seek fair
trade practices, to regulate shipments, and to promote
program that would tend to improve the price situation*
Other districts were not so successful in organising groom
ere and shippers with the result these agreements were left
cal in the scope of their operations.

Federal Assistance

Feeling that there was a need for outside assist
to bring about a more orderly marketing of Pomo commodities,

Congress included a section in the original Agricultural
Adjustment Act of I933 providing for marketing agreements
between the Secretary of Agriculture and the producers and
shippers of these commodities* On the basis of agreements
setting forth certain restrictions designed to improve the
marketing situation, the Secretary would license Oa ye
cons who would be allowed to handle the corodity in inter,.
state foreign commerce* The purpose of the license was
to bring about compliance with the terms or the agre
Since without a license no one could legally handle the



commodity for which the marketing agrees'.nt had been adopt.

oda various shippers sought licenses from the Secretary in
order to stay in business.

Considerable difficulty was wiper
ance and policing of these licenses; so an amendmon
included In the Amended Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1983
changing the licensing provision to an Order, enforceable
through penalties, which would bind all handlers or ship.
peril to the terms of the agreement. This eliminated the
need for issuing a license to every handler and yet caused
the agreement to be effective upon them.

Up to this time all regulations relating to market.
trig agreenmnts were to be found as parts of the original
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 and the Amended Let of
1935. In order that these provisions might be brought to.
gather. Congress passed the Agricultural Marketing Agree.
merit Act of 1937, which is largely a restatement of the
original provisions with amendments.

The Let of 1937 declares that lithe disruption of
orderly exehanges of commodities impairs the purchasing

85)
power of farmers...

of a marketing season.

t provides tour ways by whith
this difficulty may be avoided. First, it proposed that
shipments should be adjusted through setting the volume of
a commodity which may be shipped during part of or thei

tated that the grad's
and sixes to be shipped during a marketingseason



00

se 311421, it suggested that shipments should be prohibi-
ted to any market at times When the supply in that market
depressed prices below the normal level* Fourth* it plan.
nod to divert supplies from the normal channels of trade
when such supplies would tend to lower the normal re urns

3kILWArketing AAreement

The Federal marketing agreement program is cols
of two tas (1) the agreement itself between the Seers.
tary of Agriculture as one party, and the producers and
handler as the other party, in which certain restrietion*
are set forth; and (2) the Order* issued by the Secretary,

oh mkes the agreement binding on all parties.
The agreement,* When the producers* handlers

(shippe or the Seers ary of Agriculture fee/ that a
marketi agreement would contribute to the orderly ex-
change t a given commodity, a bearing is held in the var..

bus p1 ces of production to discuss the possibilities of
coopers ion* Testimony is taken by a P el examiner from
the var one wi masses called to present data on the parttime.
lar co ity under review. The evidence Um* coilected is
forward d to Washington where he Secretary considers It in
the 11 of proposing an agreement for the industry.
the tee Loony indicates a des re for such an agreemen

tempera agreement will be drawn up by the Secretary

reterre1 to a vote of the producers and handlers for their

a



affirmation or rejection.
For a pear marketing agreement to become off*

the referendum vote mist show approval by the handlers Or
shippers who represent at least 50 per cent of the total
shipments from the area covered by the agreement, and ap-
proval also by the producers who represent two-thirds of
the total pear production in the same area* If the refer*
endum vote returns such a majority in favor of the agree-
ment, the Secretary will Issue a permanent agreement last..
ing for the marketing season, usually a 12-menthe period.
after the expiration date the agreement in no longer in
effect and the whole procedure must be repeated to provide
another agreement for the following marketing season*
this way, each agreement covers only the current marketing
season, and is adaptable to any basic changes that might
take place In the general picture of the industry,

b. The Order* The Order is the official notice or
decree issued by the Secretary of Agriculture, by virtue of
the authority vested in him by Congress* The Order binds
all handlers to the terms of the current marketing agres.
mint, It is effective because the handlers are the persons
or firms who ship pears in fresh fora through the channels
of interstate and foreign commerce* It will be noticed that
the Order is binding upon all handlers even though they are
in the minority group that opposed adoption of the agree..
ment*



The Act of 1937 further provides that Order* may
issued by the Secretary (1) supported by a marke

merit; or (2) not supported by a marketing agreement. An
Order with Agreement, means that the majority of handlers

and producers have affirmed the agreement in a referendum
vote. An Order without Agreement may be issued whin handl.

ere representing less than 50 per cent of the volume api
prove the proposed agreement. This latter type of Order
vay be issued only If be Seeretory of Agriculture, subplot
o the approval of the Presidentpfeels that the issuance of

Order is the best means of advancing the interests of
the producers, and if two-thirds of the producers favor
proposed agreement, the Secretary oan issue an Order bind-
trig all handlers even though they failed to endorse it
a tko.thirds vote of the producers is not secured, an ...tjdz0
without Agreement cannot be issued. The purpose of this
provision is to prevent the handlers from blocking an a
merit which the producers feel is necessary for the orde
marketing of their commodity.

The Present MarketinE A1rsemsnt

The present Peer Marketing _greement became effect.

tie August 26, 1939, and expires June 30, 1940. It limits
shipments in interstate and foreign commerce of all Pacific
Coast winter pears as to minimum grade and to minimum else.
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Grade. The mi imam gradø to be shipped

is the U. S.. Combination grade as specified in the United
(82)(11)

States Standards for Pears, effective July 1, 1939.
Anjou and Comics pears, however, may be handled in inter..

state but not foreign commerce, when they bear broken

skins or punctures not ezeeeding 5/15 inch in d
b mlnimum Six The minimum six, to he

the various varieties is as follows:

Boa* 195
Ccloice 180
Easter lao
Clairgeau 180
Anjou 226 (22840 sre considered in

the limit but must be
marked 226)

Winter Nelis 210 (if exported off the North
American continent)

195 (to markets on the North
American continent)

Administration of the AgreemenV

The administration of the winter pear marketing
agreement program is invested in 4 committee known as the

Winter Pear Control Committee. This committee is *posed

f 12 members six of which are representatives of handlers
and six of which are representatives of growers. It acts
as the intermediary between the Secretary of Agriculture
and the producers and handlers in carrying out the terns of
the Marketing Agreement. The work of the committee is di-,

yariety. Minimum Site (numbe of pears per



rested by an Executivi

Medford, Oregon.
rotary whose office is located in

pie Diversion Pregme

This program applies to the diversion of surplus Ste
icultural commodities from the normal channels of trade

and commerce. 13y diverting the surplus, the smaller
offered in the regular markets would normally be expected
to sell for a higher price. Benefit payments may be ma

to help offset any loss incurred in selling a portion of
he crop outside the regular trade channels. These benefit

payments are made possible by the Agricultural Adjustment
Aot of 1935, &ection Z2 which authorized a fund into which
was paid 30 per cent of the customs receipts received in
each fiscal period by the United States Treasury appart.
ment. Certain commodities were designated as "eurplue cow
modifies" and in 1937 winter pears were included in this
list. This was most for unata Zor the winter pear industry
for two reasons. First, it permitted them to dispose
any surplus pears at a fair price and at the same tims

stabilize prices in the regular markets. Second, the pro-
gram has materially assisted in the development of new ma
kets. The diversion program is divided into two parts,
benefit payment program and he government purchase program.



The Benefit a e Pro

Per years the grower' and shippers of pears have re-
alised that they were faced with two alternatives. Zither
they must Increase the market outlets to epproximate the
supply, or they must reduce the supply to a point where Ow
present demand will return a satisfactory price to the
growers. Since the per-capita consumption of pears is ex-
tremely low in some regions, the obvious attaek was to de-
velop new market outlets. While the pear districts had
been considering this approach for some time, each hoped

that the other would take the lead in this market promo Lea*

Realising that the distrist which undertook the development

would be penalised in losses on the fruit sold in the neW

markets, each hesitated to bear the costs locally for bona.
fits that would accrue to the entire industry. Since the
government was willing to bear the cost of this market do.
velopment through benefit payments to compensate the lessen,
which** the same time would help the industry to dispose
of many surplus pears, the industry has been more than will'u

ing to support the program which is solving one of their
most difficult problems

a. Diver* =markets. Certain markets in which he
consumption of winter pears is low were listed as diversion
markets, and these were broken down into *domestic divor..
sion markets5 and *export benefit market s.5



( Domestic diversion markets Markets in
the following states are classified as domestic diversion
markets, and surp us pears sold in these markets are a
gale for benefit payments*

STATES

North Dakota
South Dakota
Minnesota
Nebraska
Iowa
Kansas

Alaska

Puerto Rice

Missouri
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Texas
Louisiana
Tennessee

TERRITORIES

IPO83ESS1011$

Virgin Islands

Mississipp
Alabama
Florida
Georgia
South Carolina
North Carolina

Ha

anal Zone
(2) Eimert benefit markets To encourage

sale of surplus pears outside the United States and thereby
relieve the domestic markets of a surplus which would tend
to depress prices at home, the following markets were
classed as *benefit marketeet any foreign country, twirl.
tory, or colony (excepting the countries or colonies cc*.
prising the British Empire); all countries, colonies* and
territories, including Palestine, bordering on the Meditior.
ranean Sea; the countries in Europe; and Cuba,

b* Operatton o the neflt Payment Proirsm. Each

handler or shipper who wishes to participate in the diver,*
sion program must become a member of the Oregon-Walihingtono

California Pear League, Inc*, and execute with it *Moab*V



Diversion and xport Contract. The Pear League

profit cooperative association organised under the laws Of

the State of Oregon to conduct the Pacific Coast winter
pear diversion program* The Pear League in tarn executes
a "West Coast Pall and Winter Pear Agreement* each ye

with the Secretary of Lgricukture. This agreement a
ties the terms and conditions under which the Secretary win
pay benefits to handlers or shippers* The present benefit
payment is 40 cents per box* The Pear League should no
contused with the Pear Bureau* They are distinct carper'
ate bodies, but are governed by interlocking directorates
nd their mutual interests cause them to work almost as a

single organisation* The main activities Ot the Le
1 to supervise and carry OU promotional work in the di..

version markets; (2) to determine the amounts of each vizi*
sty that should be classed *s a surplus* and to notify each
handler of his surplus allotment or that amount which ha is
to withhold from the normal domestic and export markets;
(3) to represent the handler in making collection of the
benefit payment from the government; and (4) to coll
and record such statistical information and other data as
are essential to the proper administration of the program*

The Pear League has done promotional work in the diversion
markets similar to that done in the normal markets by the
Pear Bureau. The Pear Bureau has furnished considerable
advertising and promotional materials for the League's 1010



in the diversion markets, and there is a s rens spirit at
cooperation between the two *gene es. The activities of
the Pear League are financed by a pro-rats assessment on
the msmbera. Membership ie obtained by agreeing to the

terms of the memberekap contract and by payment of the tl CO

membership fee. Both shippers and growers may become

bore of the League and its executive office i
Medford Oregon.

(1) ALLEVAPALiarlit

located

The minimum deliver

able grade for the Anjou, Bose, Coml.'s*, and Winter WelLs

pears is the U. S. Comb/notion grade, which is the same
the minimum grade specified in the present Federal ma
ing agreement and order. The diversion program, however

permits certain tolerances as set forth in the present West
Coast FaIl and Winter Pear Agreement.

peliverable Base. The minimum size Is the

same as the minimum sise permitted in the resent Federal
Marketing Agreement.

Lialipce of Claims.. Fears shipped to di.
version markets must be supported by certain documents it

the claim is to be recognised for payment.

The original and one copy of a Federal State Insp...
tien Certificate.

The ei original and one copy of a standard eon.
firmation of sale unless sold in an auction
market.

In the case of auction sale, the original and ens
copy of the Auction Account Sale.



vidual or firm can legally file a claim for a benefit pay.
ment, he mat become a member of the Oregon.Washingtonie

California Pear League, Inc.
latent of Use. During the 1937 programs 75,515

boxes were sold in diversion markets, and in 1959 this vas
increased to 199,241 boxes. Table 10 shoes that up to Jan.
ary 27, 1940, 290,869 boxes of fresh 'rimier pears bad been

One certified and one copy of the shipping invoice
One certified true copy and one copy of the Bill of

Lading.
The original and one copy of the Unloading Certifi.cat..
The original and one aoPY of the Purchaseros Cer.Wiest*.

ILWEILAAhlaent to itzWiti,e2ELEt.

The original and one copy of a Federal-State Inn's.*
tion Certificate.

The si original and one copy of a Standard Con.
firmation of Sale.

A certified copy and one copy of the Shipping In.
vole*.

A certified true copy and one copy of the Ocean B
of La If not a "loaded on board* copy,
Ocean Bill shall be certified to show that the
pears have actually been loaded on the isU.lar vessel.

In either event, the Shipper must file with a duly authori
ised officer or agent of the Secretary of Agriculture,
within 10 days after shipments a 'Notice of Intention
File Claim.* An soon as the documentary videnee listed
above haa been collected by the shipper, it is sent to th
office of the Pear League, which, in turn, presents the
claim to the government in behalf of the shipper.

(4)

109

*fore any indi-



TAMS S. DISTRIBUTION OF 011PNCE0 07
DIvERSION MARKETS, BY STATRS OF DaSTIRSTIOX

(Doxigs)

To January 27, IND

8 of Dales Reports of Grogot-Washin act*lallforstla

Strito

Alabama 01.440.1, *WM. 8,928 4.47$ 7.010
Alaska 100
Airbus. s 110 824

203sanal MOS
YUMA 3. 669 15.914 19,000

144 5 9,191Georgia
5,41?

Iowa 504 2,450 4.117
lassos - 844 3.M 441811

slam 1,453 11.223. 1000911 04200
Idonomota 40044 lts KAN 5?, 742 11
Masts I 042 Tel
Nissour2
Nebraska

37,
110

36,46/
WU

6449/7
4110

MI*
North Caro 5,034 VI MS
North TWO* os,
Oklahoma imissmi. 561 OATS

11
1,041

71
0

AI
2011

Amato Rlo 4."" 1,010 1
South Carolina 410411 0,21$
Booth Dakota 4." 104 INS 4$4
Tommososs IAN 314,390 4*0S
TM* .sommummomm 34100 'PAM 42,421 14.06
Tirila Islands 1
ILlsoollsasomis

$1,014 447 1 1026 3O,1i 1 00
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sold in the diversion markets* A large part of the iner.ase
has been in the domestic diversion markets, and this is sta.
tributable, largely, to the promotional work dons in these

rkets.

Th.t.2._........sE..overnmentPurchase Pro am

In addition to the benefit payments for tmit sold
in diversion markets, t Agriculture] Adjustment Act of
1936 provided for the distribution of surplus eommoditi00

to the needy and underprivileged came/. This work is
done by the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation, * go

ernment agency operating under the direction of he United
States Department of Agriculture* The pram,* as it is
commonly called, purchased pears direot from

Us

and shippers and also purchased some surplus pears in the
terminal markets. The activities of the Federal Surplus
Commodities Corporation have relieved some of the pressure

due to large supplies in the production area and in Was
terminal markets, and have also been of social benefit in
enlarging and improving the standard of food consumption of

the low-income groups.

Table 11 shows the purchases made by the Corporation

or the 1937-38 to 1939-40 seasons and the prices paid for
the different grades and varieties. The prises paid for
winter pears purchased on track in eastern terminal markets
during the 193748 and 1938-39 seasons, as shown in Table U.



U
includsi transportation costs to these markets.
1939.40 program, the corporation specified the maximum

packing and storage charges permissible on poars sold to
the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation. In Oregon,

those allowancs were 60 cents per box for packing and
loading and 20 °nto per box for all storage charges* In
Washington, the limits were 40 cents for packing and load.
ing and 16 cents ton storage* Payments wore made diroetly

to the growers, and they paid the peckers and storage *per*
*tore for their claims*

Table 12 shows the purchases of the Federal Surplus

Commodities Corporation by districts for the 1939.40 pre.,
gram* Table IS shows the distribution by states, of winter
pears purchased in the 1937.36 to 1969.40 programs*

The operation of the Federal surplus Commoditio*

Corporation is divided into two sections, the Pr
division, which does the buying, and the Distribution
*ion, which handles the dispensation of the purchases*

main office in the Northwest is located at Portland, Cress%

with branch offices located at Rood River and Medford in

Oregonj at Wenatchee in W4Whington; and at San Jose
itornia*

A division, known as the Food etmop Division

contly been added to the Federal Surplus Commodities C

ation as part of the organisation affecting the dietributioa
of surplus agricultural commodities* This new Program



strengthens the customary wholesale and retail market out
lets for winter pears by increasing the purchasing pow
the consumers on public relief rolls. ince this increased
purchasing power may Imo used only for listed surplus com.

moditiess of Which winter pears are one, the effect is *

broadening of the consumer market for those surplus item*.

The winter pear industry may expect to realise certain pe

manent benefits from the operation Of the Food Stamp DOI'i

siono particularly through the familiarising of additional
groups of consumers and members of the trade with the qua1-

itliss and merchandising possibilities of winter pears
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